
 

 

Client Profile:  SAFE Boats International 

Marine Certification Training 

 

 

The Need:   

Founded in 1997, SAFE Boats International is an American-based boat manufacturer. SAFE stands 

for Secure All-around Flotation Equipped. They manufacture vessels for military, law enforcement, 

fire and rescue, and other agencies. SAFE Boats also provides training programs to their customers 

in driving and maintaining the boats. Since 1997 SAFE Boats has further expanded to two factory 

locations in the Port of Bremerton's Olympic View Industrial Park. It is contracted by the General 

Services Administration (GSA) for procurement by U.S. Federal and Government agencies. SAFE 

Boats contacted Invista Performance Solutions seeking marine certification training for their 

employees to support their growth in expertise and quality as a marine manufacturer. 

 

The Invista Solution:   

Invista Performance Solutions (IPS) worked with Danielle Tudor, SAFE Boats International Human 

Resources Manager, to identify training that would increase skills and knowledge of participants in 

two areas: an improvement in manufacturing to Maritime-specific overall standards, and training in 

electrical and corrosion techniques that would decrease quality defects once the boat is delivered to 

the U.S Navy. The training plan consisted of three American Boat and Yacht Council (ABYC) 

certification courses: Marine Electrical, Marine Standards, and Marine Systems. Upon completion of 

each course, the participants sat for an exam to earn a 5-year industry recognized portable 

credential. This training was a key factor in employee succession planning as it increased knowledge 

and improved skills of participants allowing them to be eligible for advancement within SAFE Boats. It 

was also an integral part of SAFE Boats future as they advance and make future prototypes/boats 

for other Military projects. The increase in certified employees gives SAFE Boats a distinct advantage 

when bidding on future opportunities as well as enabling SAFE Boats to expand their client base over 

time. 

 

Results: 

This training program has already had a great impact on the manufacturing quality. SAFE Boats 

reduced defects by 24% immediately following the training and that percentage has grown over the 

following four months to 60% as course participants continue to apply what they learned in training. 

“SAFE Boats International has greatly benefitted from this training. In the Maritime industry, it is 

difficult to find individuals who have ABYC specific training,” Tudor explained. “By achieving this 

grant, and by being able to put a portion of our technicians, installers, and supervisors/managers 

through this training, our customers have the greatest benefit. Not only will our boats have highly 

skilled individuals producing them, but also our technicians, who fly around the world completing the 



 

maintenance work on these boats, will now possess a larger skill set to be able to accomplish their 

missions in a timelier, more cost effective manner,” she reported.  

 

Future Training Plans: 

 

Due to the success of the training in the Spring and Summer of 2016, SAFE Boats and IPS have 

entered into a second Job Skills Program grant agreement to deliver additional technical trainings, 

including the ABYC Marine certification training and the Certified Welding Supervisor courses. These 

additional trainings and certifications will increase SAFE Boats’ cadre of skilled employees and their 

ability to bid on more complex projects.   

http://www.invistaperforms.org/resources/#jspg
http://www.invistaperforms.org/approach/customized-training/technical-training/

